
Year 3 Project Based Homework – Predators 

Home Learning – Try to complete as many projects as you can from the grid. 

Please complete these in your homework book. 

Find out as much information as you can 

about 3 predators. A predator that 

flies, a predator on land and a predator 

of the sea. Create an information 

booklet about your chosen predators. 

Make a mini fact file or digital 

presentation about your favourite 

predators. 

 

 

If you could be a predator for the day, 

what kind of predator would you be, and 

why? Where would you live? What 

feature would help you hunt, catch and 

kill your prey? 

Record your ideas 

to present to the 

class.  

Find 5 different ways that a predator 

can catch its prey. Write a short 

paragraph about each. Here are somw 

ideas:- 

Spiders webs, constrictore, camouflage, 

insect eating plants, amazing sense of 

smell, speed… 

 

 

 

 

 

Use the web to research what different 

predators eat. Create food chains for a 

variety of different predators using 

materials and tools of your choice. 

 

Create a ‘What am I quiz?’ 

What clues can you give without giving 

away the name of the animal? 

How many clues does it take for the 

‘guesser’ to work out your predator. 

 

 



These are some suggestions for homework projects but if you have an idea of your own, or 

a model you would like to make, then give it a go. You can be as creative or as imaginative as 

you like. 

 

  

Write a descriptive poem about a 

predator of your choice. 

What adjectives, similes or alliteration 

could you use? 

 

Create a piece of artwork inspired by a 

predator. It could be a painting, 

drawing, sculpture or model. 

 

Explore your garden or park and look 

for different plants. Draw and label as 

many different leaves as you can. 

Record shape, size, colour and any 

special features. 

Grow a sunflower or a broad bean. Keep 

a diary to show each step of your plants 

growth. Keep regular measurements of 

how high your plant has grown.  

Can you grow the tallest sunflower? 

 

 

 

 

 

Research how plants spread their seeds. 

Use the internet to find out different 

ways that seeds are moved so that they 

can grow in new places. This is called 

‘seed dispersal’. Use illustrations and 

paragraphs to present your research. 

Set up your own experiment to find out 

what plants need to grow healthily. Plant 

your seeds in 3 pots. Place one pot 

outside and remember to water it 

regularly. Place 1 pot in a dark place but 

remember to water it regularly and  

place 1 pot outside and don’t water it at 

all. Observe and record what happens to 

your seeds. 

Cress is a good seed to try! 


